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Introduction

Training
• Aircraft Weight Estimating and use of SAWE RP-08

General Conference
• Day 1 and Day 3 - Opening Session, Technical Tracks/Papers 

Presentations
• Day 2 - Airlines Affairs Workshop

Questions

SAWE TRAINING – Aircraft Weight Estimating and use of SAWE RP-08
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SAWE TRAINING – Aircraft Weight Estimating and use of SAWE RP-08
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TRAINING – SAWE Aircraft Weight Estimating and use of SAWE RP-08 (cont’d)

Estimating - Conceptual 
• Primarily for Gross Weight estimating for early design phase
• Dependent on data from past aircraft
• Suggestions of techniques to develop first order relationships major structure
• Discussion included 5 general approaches to development gross weight relationships and the use of weight 

fractions in regards to preliminary component weights.
• Design Synthesis was mentioned as a process where parameters such as wing area, aspect ration, engine thrust or 

others may be used in a multi-disciplinary process to develop the weight relationships.
• The final conceptual method was Growth Factor where every increase in fixed weight is related to the Gross aircraft 

weight. A simple example related only the weights for structure, propulsion, fuel and payload. It was suggested that 
other factors can be further developed similar to the multi-disciplinary factors under design synthesis.

Key Take-Away
• Require resource data to be for similar family and design of aircraft.
• Expectation is that in all cases these are only estimates.
• Development of Weight Fractions holds special interest in looking at component breakdown.

References for Further Reading
• SAWE Book – Introduction to Aircraft Weight Engineering
• SAWE Paper 952 – The Growth Factor Concept 1973
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TRAINING – SAWE Aircraft Weight Estimating and use of SAWE RP-08 (cont’d)

Estimating– Parametric (also called Statistical or Empirical)
•Develop mathematical relationship between weight of component and specific design parameters
•Discussed from simplest (wing weight based wing area) to more complex and multiple parameters
•Requirement for statistical fitting using simple or exponential curve fitting.
•Appropriate for early and later design phases
•Methods for development of relationships described

Key Take-Away
•Require resource data to be for similar family and design of aircraft.
•High level of analysis required
•Subject to large errors if actual design drivers not captured
•Problem with some existing statistical formula is the reference data is no longer available
•Wing area alone is not a key design driver for wing weight
•Validation and review of weight values required… as well as reference information to maintain trust…
•Structural increments a particular challenge

References for further reading
•SAWE Paper 2091 – Developing Highly Accurate Empirical Weight Estimating Relationships: Obstacles and Tactics, May 1973
•SAWE Paper 1901 – Derivation of a Fuselage Weight Estimating Relationship 1989
•SAWE Weight Engineer’s Handbook p 16-7
•SAWE Paper 762 – Constraint Regression Analysis
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TRAINING – SAWE Aircraft Weight Estimating and use of SAWE RP-08 (cont’d)

Estimating – Analytical (also called Semi-Analytical or Quasi-Analytical)
• Use the actual engineering for the design of the component to obtain the estimate
• Necessary elements include

• Design form-fit-functiion
• Sizing criteria from analysis, methods, definitions…
• Reality adjustments to get from ideal weight to real-world weight

• Example of method for estimation of wing torque box
• Other papers for landing gear and fuselage
• Finite Element Model Analysis also is in this category with a number papers quoted 

Key Take-Away
• More closely tied to actual engineering.
• Better for sensitivity and trade studies
• More complex and requires considerable design detail
• Validation not straightforward.

References for further reading
• SAWE Book – Introduction to Aircraft Weight Engineering (Wing Torque Box Example)
• SAWE Papers – FEM – 1271, 1414, 1451, 1524, 2089, 2112, 3421 and likely others
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TRAINING – SAWE Aircraft Weight Estimating and use of SAWE RP-08 (cont’d)

Estimating – Challenges
• New configurations including blended wing-body or oblique wing, new criteria such as increased 

crashworthiness and the technologies for new materials and more-electric systems, limited history… no 
easy answer on weight.

• Look for technical support from material experts 
• Use actual data when available
• Use cautions on design criteria… be aware of minimum gage requirements
• In case of composites ensure any weight is realistic not just based on unidirectional sample
• Extensive realization list of challenges for composite

Key Take-Away
• New and different can easily be a weight increase
• Assumptions must be carefully reviewed and validated

References for further reading
• SAWE Book – Introduction to Aircraft Weight Engineering
• SAWE Paper 1871 – Technological Forecast of VSTOL Weight Empty Fraction in the Year 2020 – Sikorsky 

Aircraft 1989 (Delphi Technique)
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TRAINING – SAWE Aircraft Weight Estimating and use of SAWE RP-08 (cont’d)

Other Topics
• References were quoted for further reading

• Estimating Airframe Unit Weight
• Estimating aircraft inertias
• Estimating Risk and Uncertainty and alignment with program milestones
• Data base issues…. Fewer programs
• Develop your own methods

Key Take-Away
• Many other resources available to review in support to weight estimates and analysis
• Challenges on data base information… need to consider same level of maturity
• Would recommend this course to anyone who needs to create reporting for aircraft or to evaluate weight related 

design parameters

References for further reading
• SAWE Journal Vol 37 No 3 April 1978 – Quick MP Estimating Relationships
• SAWE Book – Introduction to Aircraft Weight Engineering
• Roskam – Airplane Design Part V Chapter 8 and 10
• SAWE Papers 78, 78A, 2459, 3006
• For Risk SAWE Paper 3415 and also included in RP7 Course
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TRAINING – SAWE Aircraft Weight Estimating and use of SAWE RP-08 (cont’d)

SAWE Recommended Practice 8 (RP-8)  
Weight and Balance Data Reporting Forms for Aircraft 

• The purpose of the RP8 is to provided a standard structure for reporting the aircraft weight breakdown
• Specifically required for US military contracts as the standard for regular monthly reporting….and has been used for many 

commercial aircraft at least as assigned coding.
• Replacement for last MIL-STD-1374A issued 1977
• There is work being done to update this standard
• Full report includes geometry and design data
• There is a level of reporting for structural increments

Key Take-Away

• Good guiding statements on roll up of weights by function
• Much is still subject  to interpretation
• Primary function is to put data into a standard call out format
• Reporting for structural increments, geometry and design data not generally applied

References for further reading
• SAWE RP8
• SAWE Paper 3030 – Changes from MIL-STD-1374A to RP* and RP8A
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Day 1 – Opening Session
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Day 1 – Opening Session (Cont’d)
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Day 1 – Technical Tracks/Papers
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Day 1 – Technical Tracks/Papers
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Day 3 – Technical Tracks/Papers
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Day 3 – Technical Tracks/Papers (Cont’d)
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Day 1 and 3 – Technical Tracks/Papers (Overview and Notes)

Key Take Away on Papers
• Focus was on  papers related to weight estimation
• Many of the details resounded the discussion in the estimating course
• Special caution on  derivative aircraft versus new design as must ensure to apply correct 

physics on the change and often more stringent on cost
• Multi-disciplinary optimization is new…. NO STATICS
• Weight control needs to start early as design freedom reduces as time progresses
• Extremely important to apply physics based methods that include the weight drivers  

The Role of Mass Properties Engineering
• For more experienced, it was about doing the weight and balance tracking and supporting 

the trade study efforts to maintain good control and taking the pportunity to draw on the 
knowledge of new material an processes to make a lighter and more efficient product.

• For the new Mass Properties Engineers ,it was about finding the resources and experience 
needed as guidance to perform a reporting function that they may not have done before.
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Day 2 – Airline Affairs Workshop
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Day 2 – Airline Affairs Workshop (Cont’d)
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Day 2 – Airline Affairs Workshop (Attendees)
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Day 2 – Airline Affairs Workshop (Overview and Notes)

Airlines Affairs
• Good discussion with representation of number of OEM and airline representation within the Room
• Primary focus was on the FAA proposed update of AC 120-27F
• Document previously included 3 methods to determine weights for Crew, bags and passengers either by actual 

measurement, statistical or using standard weights. This update removed the standard weights.
• Amongst group in room, there had been multiple discussions with FAA on this topic
• Specific reason for change was not explained
• Based on working group effort started last fall, SAWE International had proposed to FAA that they were prepared to 

look at creating standard weight reference 
• Presently awaiting response from FAA
• Much of workshop was spent on looking at what would be required for SAWE to undertake the effort of creating a 

standard weights and  what would be needed to meet the challenge.
• if passenger surveys were required, cooperation with the airlines would be beneficial and likely required.

Next steps 
• On June 11, 2014, SAWE learned that the FAA will be updating the draft AC120-27F to use …“the latest NHANES 

Data for standard <passenger> weights, the other options will also still remain the same.  Once the changes have 
been completed it will go out for public comment again.”.

• Will pick up on review when drafted document is available
• Do lunch and learn type presentation on impact of these weight standards
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Day 1 to 3 – The Complete General Schedule

sawe.org  Conferences  Previous Conferences
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